The discontinued document provided instructions as to which form to use to obtain Rooster items, or SIR printed forms and other SIR-provided supplies, or pins for Branch Officers, State Officers and Honorary Life Members. The document became unnecessary because the subject items were all available by selecting the appropriate form elsewhere in the list of forms on the previous page.

To obtain Rooster items, go back to the list of forms on the previous page and select Form 21, which contains instructions and prices.

For SIR printed forms and other SIR-provided supplies, hard copy stock has been totally depleted. The only sources of these items are those available by going back to the list of forms on the previous page and selecting the desired form. For example, for Form 14 Envelopes with Logo, see if you can print logos on your own blank envelopes by selecting the form from the list. Since the contents of forms change frequently, members are urged to obtain only the minimum number of copies required to conduct current affairs.

To obtain pins for Officers and HLMs, go back to the list of forms on the previous page and select Form 23, which contains instructions and prices.